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Location and Access

This group of six unsurveyed claims lies be tween

Hare and Bamoos Lakes in the Seeley Lake area of Ontario.

Hare Lake is just north of Highway 17 about seven miles

from Marathon, Ontario.

Possibly the easiest means of access is by air~

craft to the south end of Bamoos Lake. An alternative

route is by canoe for one mile up Hare Lake. There is a

small dock at the south end of Hare Lake which is connected

by a steep gravel road to Highway 17.

The claims are numbered T.B. 110476 to T.B. 110481

inclusive.

The geophysical work was done in the period May 27

to June 12. 1965.

Some 340 magnetic readings were taken along p Lcke t

lines 400 feet apart. The usual station interval was 100

feet but a considerable number of 50' stations were read as

well. The usual diurnal and datum corrections were made and

the results shown on the accompanying contour map.
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The instrument used was a McPhar Fluxgate

Vertical Magnetometer.

Some 104 readings were taken along picket lines

4001 apart. It was only possible to survey a small part

of the property because of power line interference. This

line is practically coincidental with picket line 208 and

carries the power to the Geco Mine and the town of

Manitouwadge.

The parallel line method was used. In this. the

transmitter is set up at 0 on Line 4S (say) and the recetver

at 0 on Line O. A reading is taken, then both are advanced

to station WOW(say) on their respective lines and the

reading is taken.

The instrument used was a Sharpe SE200 Vertical

Loop Unit.
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LeaI Rasu 1ts

The magnetic contour map reveals considerable

local sharpe magnetic differences. Further, a NW-SE
linearity is evident.

The geological survey by Frank Condon showed the

group to be underlain by a coarse grained augite syenite,

This syenite was fairly uniform but matie and magnetite

rich bands do occur.

The magnetic relief is thought to be caused by

these more magnetic bands and or the abrupt changes in

relief common to the area. The magnetic linearity is more

or less parallel to the banding.

Because of the interference of the power line,

only a few lines could be read. No conductors were found.

Conclusion
No further work is warranted.

Respec t fuLly submitted

John W. Britton, M.Aa
Geophysicist

Toronto, Ontario,

December 7, 1965.




